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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we discuss existence and approximation for the nonlinear operator equation on the 
half line 
y(t) = F y(t), on [0, oo). (1.1) 
Solutions will be sought in C([0, oo), Rk), k E N + = {1,2,.. .  }. A particular example of (1.1) 
will be the nonlinear integral equation 
y(t) = h(t) + n(t, s, y(s)) ds, for t e [0, ~) .  (1.2) 
Finite section approximations for (1.2) are given by 
y(t) = h(t) + ~(t, s, y(s)) ds, for t e [0, c~), (1.3) n 
for n E N +. Note that (1.3)'L for fixed n E N +, determines y(t) for t > n in terrns of y(x) for 
x E [0, n] so in fact the finite section approximations reduce to integral equations on bounded 
intervals (we note as well that various discretization techniques, uch as numerical integration, 
are avmlable for the approximate solution of (1.3) '~, n E N + fixed). The technique which we 
present in this paper is to establish existence and approximation of solutions to (1.2) (or more 
generally (1.1)) which involves using a new fixed point approach for equations on the half line 
(see [1-4]) together with the well-known otion of strict convergence (see [5-7]). 
In particular, we put conditions on a so that (1.3) n has a solution xn for each n E N +. Then 
we let n --* oo. Using the notions of collectively compact operators and strict convergence (see 
[5,6,8]) we will show under reasonable conditions that there exists a subsequence S of N + and a 
x0 E C([0, oo),R k) with xn --* xo (as n --* oo in S) in C([0, oo),R k) and x0 is a solution of (1.2). 
In addition under reasonable assumptions we will show that the solution sets of (1.3) n converge 
(under an appropriate sense) to the solution set of (1.2). 
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For the remainder of this section, we gather together some definitions and results which we 
will need in Section 2. First C([0, co), R k) is the space of continuous mappings from [0, co) 
to Rk), the topology being that of uniform convergence on any compact interval of [0, co). If 
u E C([0, co), Rk), then for every m E N + we define the seminorm luirn by 
lul.= sup lu(t)l 
teI0,t.] 
where tm T co (and 0 < tl < tz < ... ); the metric (since the topology is determined by a 
countable number of seminorms) is defined by 
oo 1 Ix-Ylm 
m=l  
Note C([0, oo), R k) is a Frdchet space. BC([0, co), R k) will denote the space of bounded contin- 
uous mappings from [0, co) to R k. If u E BC([0, co),Rk), then we write 
lu l l - -  sup lu(t)l. 
te[0,~) 
A sequence (xn) in C([0,co),R k) is said to converge to x ~ C([0, oo),R k) as n ---* oo, written 
xn ~ x as n ~ co in C([0, co), Rk), if Ixn - x]ra --* 0 as n ~ co for every m E N +. A map 
F : C([0, co), R ~) --* C([0, co), R k) is said to be continuous (and we say F is c-continuous) if 
x ,  --* x in C ([0, co) ,R ~) implies F xn --* f x in C ([0, co), Rk).  
A sequence (xn) in BC([0, co), R k) is said to converge strictly (see [5,6,8]) to x e BC([0, co), Rk), 
written xn ---, x as n --* co, if Ixnl~ = supte[0,oo)Ixn(t)l is uniformly bounded and Ixn -x lm ~ 0 
as n --* co for every m e N +. A map F : BC([0, co), R k) ~ BC([0, co), R k) is said to be 
s-continuous if 
xn --. x implies F xn --- F x. 
Recall [9] the Arzela-Ascoli theorem says that a set ft c_ C([0, co), R k) is relatively compact iff ~2 
is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on each compact interval of [0, co). 
Next, we state and prove a result which will be used frequently in Section 2. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (Zn)neN+ be bounded and equicontinuous on each compact subset of[0,co) 
and let Zn(t) --* z(t), as n --~ co, for each t e [0, co). Then zn --* z in C([0, co), R k) O.e., 
[z~ - zlm --* 0 as n --* co for each rn E N+ ). 
PROOF. The proof can be found in [5, p. 4]. For completeness, we provide the details here. 
Suppose zn 7 4 z in C([0,co),Rk). Then there exists m E N + with zn 74 z in C([O, tm],I:tk). As 
a result there exists e > 0, a subsequence S of N +, with 
Izn - zlm >_ ,, for all n e S. (1.4) 
Now since {Zn}neN+ is a compact subset of C([0, co), t t  k) then there exists y E C([0, co), t t  k) 
and a subsequence $1 of S with Zn -'-' y in C([0, co), 1% k) as n --* co in $1. However, (1.4) implies 
IV - zlm >_ e. This is a contradiction. | 
Finally, we state the fixed point theorem [1-4] which will be used throughout Section 2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let C be a complete, convex subset of  a metrizable (with metric d) locally convex 
linear topological space E with Q a closed, convex, proper subset of  C, 0 E Q, and 
xeE:  a (z ,Q)< 7 _ 
for i sufficiently large. Assume F : Q -* C is a continuous, compact map. In addition, suppose 
i f  {(xj, Aj)}~ffi I is a sequence in aQ x [0,1] converging to (x, A) 
with x = ~ F (x) and 0 < ,k < 1, then there exists jo E {1, 2 . . . .  } (1.5) 
with Aj F (x j )  E Q, for each J >- Jo 
holds. Then F has a axed point in Q. 
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2. EXISTENCE AND APPROXIMATION 
We begin this section by establishing an existence and approximation principle for the operator 
equation 
y(t) = Fy(t ) ,  on [0,co). (2.1) 
Associated with (2.1), we consider for each n • N + (think of these as corresponding numerical 
approximations), the equation 
y(t) = Fn y(t), on [0, co). (2.2) n 
A collection 
]C = {Ta : a • J (some index set)} , 
where To : X --* C([0,co),R k) for each a • J, is collectively compact in C([0,co),R k) if for 
each bounded set ft of X the set /Cf / is  relatively compact in C([0, co), Rk); here X is a subset 
of C([0, co), R~). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Q be a closed, bounded, convex subset of C([O, co),R k) with 0 • Q. Assume 
the following conditions are satis~ed: 
for each n • N +, Fn : Q ~ C ([0, co), R k) is c-continuous, 
F :  Q --* O ([0, co), R k) is c-continuous, 
/C = {Fn : n • N + } is collectively compact, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
and 
/or each n • N +, ff{(xj,Aj)}cj°= 1 is a sequence in O0 × [0,11 
with - . ,  (in c ([0, co),ak)) and -0  and ifx = hen 
with 0 < A < 1, then A t Fn(xj) • Q for j sutt~ciently large, 
(2.6) 
for each m E N +, IFn y - F ylm "* 0 as n ~ co, 
uniformly for y E Q. (2.7) 
Then there exists a subsequence S of N + and a sequence (xn) of solutions of(2.2) n, n • S, with 
xn ~ xo (as n -'* co in S) in C([0, co),R k) and x0 is a solution of (2.1) in Q,. 
REMARK 2.1. Notice if Q and F(Q) are bounded subsets of BC([0, oo),Rk), then (2.4) im- 
plies F : Q --* BC([0,co),R k) is s-continuous. This is the situation we usually encounter in 
applications. 
PROOF. For each n • N +, Fn has a fixed point in Q (apply Theorem 1.2 with C = E = 
C([0, co), R~); note Fn(Q) is relatively compact in C([0, oo), R k) by (2.5)). Thus, there exists 
xn • Q with xn = Fn xn. Let 
12 = {Fn y:  y e Q, n = 1, 2,.. .  } (closure in C ([0, co), Rk)) .  
Now ft is a compact subset of C([0, co), R k) (see (2.5)) so there exists a subsequence of (xn) 
(without loss of generality assume its the whole sequence) with xn ~ Xo in C([0, co), Rk). 
We now claim Fnxn "* Fxo  in C([0, co),R k) as n --* co. To see this fix m E N + and let 
t E [0, tin]. Then 
I f~ x.(t) - Fzo( t ) l  < I f .  x~(t) - Fz . ( t ) l  + IFx . ( t )  - Fx0Ct)l, 
so 
IFn zn - F xo[m <_ sup IFn Y - F ylm + IF xn - F xolm. (2.8) 
yEQ 
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Thus (2.4), (2.7), and (2.8) imply that our claim is true i.e., Fnxn -"* Fzo  in C([0, o¢) ,R k) as 
n .--* oo. Now xn = Fnxn,  Xn ~ XO in C([0, c¢) ,R k) and Fnx ,  ---', FXo in C([0, c¢),R/c) imply 
Xo = F Xo. I 
REMARK 2.2. Notice (2.6) can be replaced by any condition that guarantees that F ,  has a fixed 
point in Q for each n • N+; also Q need only be a closed, bounded subset of C([0,c¢),Rk). 
REMARK 2.3. In our applications Q is usually a convex, bounded subset of BC([0, c¢), Rk). 
From an application viewpoint it is of interest to put conditions (which are reasonable and 
easy to check) on Fn so that (2.6) is automatically satisfied. We present one such result in the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose 
for each n • N +, there exists a constant 5 > 0 (independent of n) and 
a continuous/.unction ¢ : [0, oo) --, (5, c¢) (independent o/.n) with 
lu(t)l _< ¢(t )  - 5, t • [0, c¢), /,or any solution u • C ([0, c¢), R k) 
which satisfies u = A Fn u, for 0 < A < 1 
(2.9) 
and 
~,or each n • N +, there exists qo > 0 (which may depend on n) 
with IF. v(t)l _< ¢(t), t • [qo, c¢), /.or any v • C ([0, c¢), R k) 
which satisfies [v(t)l < ¢(t), ~,or t • [0, c¢) 
are satisfied. Let 
(2.10) 
Q = {Y • C ([O, oo),Rk) : ly(t)l < ¢(t), /.ort • [0, oo)} 
and assume (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and (2.7) hold. Then there exists a subsequence S of N + and a 
sequence (xn) of solutions o/.(2.2)", n • S, with xn --* Xo (as n --* oo in S) in C([0, oo) ,R k) and 
Xo is a solution o/'(2.1) in Q. 
PROOF. First notice Q is a nonempty, closed, convex, bounded subset of C([0, c¢), Rk). The 
result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 once we show (2.6) is satisfied. Fix n • N +. Take 
a sequence {(Y¢, AJ)}~'ffil in OQ x [0,1] with A¢ --* A and y~ --, y in C([0,c¢),R k) with y = AFny  
and 0 ___ A < 1. We must show Ai Fn(y¢) • Q for j sufficiently large. First notice y1 • Q 
together with (2.10) implies that there exists q0 > 0 with iF, yj(t)l < ¢(t) for t • [q0, c¢) and 
j • {1, 2, . . .  }. Thus, we have 
IAj F ,  yj(t)l _< ¢(t), for t • [q0, c¢) and j • {1, 2, . . .  }. (2.11) 
Next let t • [0,qo]. Since F ,  : Q --. C([0,c¢),R k) is c-continuous we know F,~y~ ---, Fny  (as 
j --. o¢) uniformly on [0, qo]. In addition, since Aj --* A and F, (Q)  is relatively compact in 
C([0, o¢), R k) (see (2.5)), we have Aj Fn yj -"* A F ,  y (as j ~ c¢) uniformly on [0, q0]. Thus for 
5 > 0 (here 6 is as in (2.9)) there exists j0 • {1, 2 . . . .  } with 
IA¢F.y~(t)I <_ IAF. y(t)[ +5, for t • [0,qo] and j _> J0. (2.12) 
Now y = A Fn y so (2.9) implies 
IAF, y(t)l < ¢(t) - 5, 
and this together with (2.12) implies for j _> J0 that 
IAjF, y~(t)l ~ ¢(t), for t • [0,qo]. (2.13) 
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Now (2.11) and (2.13) guarantee that /kj Fn yj • Q for j >_ J0. The result now follows from 
Theorem 2.1. | 
REMARK 2.4. Notice (2.9) and (2.10) can be replaced by any condition that guarantees 
(i) Fn has a fixed point Yn for each n • N + and 
(ii) there exists a continuous function ¢ : [0, co) --, (0, co) with [yn(t)] <_ ¢(t), t • [0, co) for 
each n • N + (in this situation Q will be as in the statement of Theorem 2.2). 
REMARK 2.5. If M > 0 is a constant and ~b(t) = M, for all t • [0, co), then in (2.9) we may 
replace u • C([0, co), 1~. k) with u • BC([0, co) ,R  k) since Q in this case is a closed, bounded set 
in BC([0, co), Rk). 
We now consider a special case of (2.1), namely the nonlinear integral equation 
y(t) = h(t) + a(t, s, y(s)) ds, for t • [0, co). (2.14) 
Finite section approximations for (2.14) are given by 
fO t'~ y(t) = h(t) + a(t, s, y(s)) ds, for t • [0, co), (2.15)" 
where t ,  T co (and 0 < tl < t2 < -.. ) and n • N +. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
h • BC ([O, co) ,Rk)  , (2.16) 
for each t e [0, co), the map sH at(s,u)  is measurable 
for all u • Rk; here at(s,u)  = a( t ,s ,u) ,  
(2.17) 
for each t • [0, co), the map u H at(s, u) 
is continuous for a/most all s • [0, oo), 
~b= sup sup [a ( t , s ,u ) lds<co ,  foreach b>O,  
tE[0,oo) lul<_b 
rb ( t ' , t )  = sup l a ( t ' , s ,u )  -- ~( t , s ,u ) [ds  ~ 0 
Nl<_b 
ast '  ~ t, for each t • [0,co), for each b > 0, 
(2.1s) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
and 
lim sup [a ( t , s ,u ) lds=O,  fo reachb>O (2.21) 
t-*oo lul_~b 
for each n e N +, there ex/sts a constant M0 > sup [h(t)[ = Ih[oo 
[o,~) 
with I~(t)l < Mo, t e [0, co), for any function ~ e BC ([0, co), rt~), (2.22) 
( /? ) which satisfies u(t) = A h(t) + a(t, s, u(s)) ds , for 0 <_ )~ < 1. 
Then there exists a subsequence S of N + and a sequence (xn) of solutions o/(2.15) n, n e S, with 
xn ~ Xo (as n --* co in S)  in C([0, co) ,R  k) and x0 is a solution of (2.14). 
PROOF. Let 
/0 /? F y(t) = h(t) + a(t, s ,y(s))  as and F. y(t) = h(t) + a(t, s, y(s)) ds, n e N +. 
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Notice F, Fn (n E N +) : BC([0, co) ,R  k) --~ BC([0, co), Rk). Let 
f / Q ~yE C ([0, oo),Rk) : y E BC ([0,co),R k) and lyloo = sup ly(t)l < M0 +1= R~.  
L [0,oo) J 
Notice Q is a closed, convex, bounded subset of C([0, co), R k) (to see that Q is closed let yn E 
Q, n E N + with Yn ~ y in C([0, oo),Rk). Fix t E [0, oo). Then, since [yn(t)] <_ R for n E N +, 
we have immediately, since Yn ~ Y uniformly on [0, t + 1], that ly(t)l <_ R. Consequently,  E Q). 
The result will follow from Theorem 2.2 once we show (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7), (2.9), and (2.10) 
are satisfied. We first show (2.5) is true. For any y e Q (note ]y(t)] <_ R for t E [0, co)) and any 
n E N +, we have for t ~, t E [0, co), 
and 
~0 tn IF. y(t)l s Ih(t)l + I~(t, s, y(s)) Ids <_ Ihloo + OR 
~0 t" IF .y( t ' ) -F~y(t ) l  < Ih ( t ' ) -  h(t)[ + Is(t',s,y(s))-,~(t,s,y(s))l de 
< Ih (t') - h(t)l + rn  (t',t). 
Consequently, {Fn : n E N+}, where Fn : Q --, c([o, oo),Rk), is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous on each compact interval of [0, co) and so by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem {Fn : n E 
N +} is collectively compact i.e., (2.5) is true. 
To show (2.3), fix n e N + and let yj --, y in Q (in C([0, co),Rk)) as j  --, co (here j e N+). 
Now [yj(t)[ < R = M0 + 1 for t e [0, co) and j E N +. Also for each t E [(},co), 
~0 tn Fn yj(t)  - Fn y(t) = [~(t, s, yj(s))  - ~(t, s, y(s))] ds. 
Notice for each t E [0, co), 
~(t,s, yj(s))--,~(t,s,y(s))asj--.oo, for a.e. s E [0, co) 
and 
Is(t,s, yj(s)) - ~(t,s,y(s))[  <_ 2 sup I~(t,s,u)l. 
lul<R 
This together with the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem (see (2.19)) yields 
Fnyj(t)-~Fny(t)asj~oo, for each t E [0, co). (2.23) 
From above we know {Fn yj : j E N + } is bounded and equicontinuous on each compact subin- 
terval of [0, oo). This together with (2.23) and Theorem 1.1 yields Fn yj ~ Fn y (as j ~ co) in 
C([0, co), Rk). Thus for each n E N +, Fn : Q ~ C([0, co), R k) is c-continuous i.e., (2.3) is true. 
A similar argument shows (2.4) is true (since its also easy to check that F : Q --. C([0,co),Z k) 
is compact). 
To show (2.7), fix m E N +. Now notice for each t E [0,tm], n E N +, and y E Q, that 
Fy( t )  - Fny( t )  = ~( t , s ,y (s ) )ds  
and so 
sup sup 
t~lo,t,~] I,,I<R 
I F~(t )  - E,, ~(t)l _< I~(t, ~, ~)1 d~. 
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This together with (2.19) implies IFy - F ,  ylm --* 0 as n --* c¢, uniformly for y E Q i.e., (2.7) is 
true. We next show (2.10) is satisfied with ¢(t) = R = M0 + 1. To see this take n e N + and 
v E C([0,c¢),R k) with Iv(t)[ _< ¢(t) = R for t E [0,oo). Then 
IF.v(t)l _< [h(t)[ + I~(t,s,v(s))lds 
< Ihloo + sup [s(t,s,u)lds. 
lul<R 
This together with (2.21) (and the fact that Mo > [hIoo) implies that (2.10) is true. Finally, 
notice (2.22) implies (2.9) is true (see also Remark 2.5) with ¢(t) = R = Mo + 1 and 6 = 1/2. 
The result now follows from Theorem 2.2. | 
REMARK 2.6. Notice (2.21) and (2.22) can be replaced by any condition that guarantees 
(i) that (2.15)" has a solution y ,  for each n e N + and 
(ii) there exists M0 with lyn(t)[ <_ Mo, t e [0,c~) for each n E N +. 
A similar remark will apply to Theorem 2.4. 
REMARK 2.7. Notice (2.15)" for fixed n E N + determines y(t) for t > t ,  in terms of y(x) for 
x E [0,tn] so in fact (2.15) n reduces to an integral equation on the finite interval [0,t,]. See 
[10,11] for a discussion of nonlinear integral equations on compact intervals. Notice as well that 
(2.21) in Theorem 2.3 can be replaced by: there exists q0 E (0, oo) with 
{ // } sup Ih(t)[ + sup [~(t,s,u)[ds < R, 
te [qo,oo) I~1 <R 
here R = Mo + 1 where Mo is given in (2.22). 
A special case of (2.14) is the Hammerstein equation 
y(t) = h(t) + k(t, s) f(s,  y(s)) ds, for t E [0, c¢). (2.24) 
Finite section approximations for (2.14) are given by 
y(t) = h(t) + k(t, s) f (s,  y(s)) ds, for t E [0, c¢), (2.25)" 
where t ,  T oo (and 0 < tl < t2 < .. .  ) and n e N +. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 <_ a < oo be a constant and ~ the conjugate to a. Assume the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
h E BC ([0, oo), Rk) ,  (2.26) 
[or each t E [0,c¢), the map s ~-* k(t,s) is measurable, (2.27) 
sup Ik(t, s)l ~' as < ~,  (2.28) 
f ~ s)  - k ( t , s ) l "  ---, as  -~ t,  e [0, ~) ,  (2.29) Ik(t', ds 0 t t /'or each t
lira Ik(t ,  s) l  ~ ds  = O, (2.30) 
f : [0, o0) x R k --* R k is a L~-Carath~odory function: by this we mean: 
(i) s ~ f(s,  y) is measurable, for all y e R k 
(ii) y ~-, f(s,  y) is continuous for a.e. s e [0, c~) 
(iii) for each r > 0 there exists rr E L~[O,c~), such that [y[ <_ r implies 
If(s, ~)l < rr(s), for almost a/l s e [0, ~)  
(2.31) 
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and 
for each n E N +, there exists a constant M0 > Ihl~ with 
lu(t)I <_ Uo, t e [0, c~), for any function u E BC ([O, oo) ,R  k) which 
(2.32) 
( /0" ) satisfies u(t) = A h(t) + k(t, s) f (s ,  u(s)) ds , for 0 < A < 1. 
Then there exists a subsequence S urN  + and a sequence (xn) o/'8olutions o/(2.25) n, n E S, with 
xn --* xo (as n ~ c~ in S)  in C([0, oo),Rk), and xo is a solution o/'(2.24). 
PROOF. Let to(t, 8, u) ~= k(t, s) f ( s ,  u) and notice the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. | 
We now discuss the solution sets of (2.1) and (2.2) n, n E N +. Let An (C_ C([0, co), Rk)) be the 
solution set of (2.2) n and A (assuming A ~ 0, which is the case if the assumptions ofTheorem 2.1 
are satisfied) the solution set of (2.1). We say An ~ A in C([0, c~),Rk), as n ~ c¢) in N +, if for 
each m E {1,2,. . .},  An ~ A in C([O, tm] ,R  k) as n ~ ~ in N +. Now fix m. Note An --* A in 
C([O, tm] ,R  k) as n ~ c~ in N + if for every e > 0 there exists an integer n(e) such that An lies 
in an e-neighborhood f A for n >_ n(e). If we assume 
K = {An:  n E N +} is relatively compact (in C ([0, oo),Rk)) (2.33) 
and 
K' C_ A (2.34) 
hold, then An --* A in C([0, c~), R k) as n --~ oo in N+; here K ~ is the set of cluster points of K. 
REMARK 2.8. Our defination of a cluster point of K is as follows: x is a cluster point of K = 
{An : n E N +} if there exists a subsequence S of N + and Xn E An, n E S with Xn --* x in 
C([0, oo), R k) as n --* oo in S. 
To see this suppose An 74 A in C([0, c~), Rk). Then there exists m E N + with An ~ A in 
C([O, tm] ,Rk) .  Thus there exists e > 0, a subsequence P1 of N + and Xn E An with 
Ix ,  - x[m >_ e, for all n E P1 and for all x e A. (2.35) 
Also notice (2.33) implies that there exists y E C([0, c~), R ~) and a subsequence P2 of P1 with 
xn ~ y in C([0, oo), R k) as n --* c~ in P2. By definition y e K ' .  Also (2.35) implies 
lY - x[m _> e, for all x E A. 
This contradicts (2.34). 
REMARK 2.9. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Let An be the solution set 
of (2.2) n in Q and A the solution set of (2.1) in Q. Notice (2.34) is automatically satisfied. To 
see this let x E K ~. Then there exists a subsequence P3 of N + and xn E An (i.e., xn = Fn xn) 
with xn ~ x in C([0, co), R k) as n --* ~ in P3. Thus for each m E N +, 
IFn xn - F xlm <_ sup IFn y - F ylm + ]F xn - F xlm . 
yEQ 
Now (2.4) and (2.7) imply ]Fn xn - F xlm ~ 0 as n ~ oo in Ps i.e., [xn - F x]m ~ 0 as n --* oo 
in Ps. We can do this for each m E N +, so xn ~ Fx  in C([0, oo),R k) as n ~ oo in Ps. Thus 
x = Fx  i.e., x E A. 
It is of interest now to study numerical integration approximations of (2.15) n. However before 
we do so, we first discuss operator equations on compact intervals. We will just sketch the proofs, 
since the ideas will be similar to those in Theorem 2.1. In particular consider 
y(t) = F u(t), on [0, T] (2.38) 
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and the associated family of problems 
y(t) = Fny(t), on [0, T], (2.37) n 
here n E N +. A collection 
IC = {Ta  : a • J (some index set)} , 
where Ta : X --* C([0,T],Rk), for each a • J, is collectively compact in C([0,T],R k) if for each 
bounded set f~ of X the set /Cft is relatively compact in C([0,T],Rk); here X is a subset of 
C([0, T], Rk). 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose 
for each n • N +, there is a constant M, independent of A and n, 
with [Yl0 = sup [y(t)l # M, for any solution y • C([0,T],R k) (2.38) 
[0 ,T] 
to y(t) = A F ,  y(t) on [0, T], for each A • (0, 1) 
holds. Let 
U = {u E C([0,T],Rk): lul0 < M} 
and assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
for each n e N +, Fn : U ~ C ([0, T], R k) /s continuous, 
F :  U --* C ([0, T], R k) /s continuous, 
IC = {Fn : n e N + } is collectively compact, 
and 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
[Fny - Fylo --* 0 as n --* co, onfformly for y E U. (2.42) 
Then there exists a subsequence S of N + and a sequence (x,) of solutions of (2.37)", n E S, with 
zn ~ Zo (as n ~ co in S) in C([0,~,R k) and x0 is a solution of (2.36). 
PROOF. Using the Leray Schauder alternative [4,12] we see that (2.37) n has a solution zn E 
(i.e zn = Fn zn and zn E "~), for each n E N +. Let 
fl = {Fny: y e U, n = 1,2,... } (closure in C ([0,T],Rk)). 
There exists s subsequence of (x,) (without loss of generality assume its the whole sequence) 
with z, --* z0 in C([0, T], R~). Also notice 
IF~ x~ - Fxolo <_ sup ]F. y - F ylo + IF x~ - Fxo]o, 
yEU 
so Fn zn -'* Fzo in C([0,T],Rk). Thus xo = F zo. | 
REMARK 2.10. There is an obvious analogue of Theorem 2.5 for solutions in/.2([0, T], Rk), 1 
p < oo (we leave the statement and proof to the reader). 
REMARK 2.11. It is also possible to discuss the solution set An of (2.37) n and A of (2.36). Under 
reasonable assumptions we can again show An ~ A in C([0, T], R ~) (the definition of convergence 
in this case is obvious). We leave the details to the reader. 
We now consider as a special case of (2.36), the nonlinear integral equation 
y(t) = h(t) + s,y(sl) ds, for t • [O, rl. (Z43) 
The associated numerical integration approximations of (2.43) will be 
n 
y(t) = h(t) + E~*( t , s ,n ,y (s ,n ) ) ,  for t e [0,T] (2.44) n 
iffi0 
for n E N+; here 0 _< sin <_ T. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Suppose 
for each n 6 N +, there is a constant M, independent of A and n, 
with [y[o = sup ly(t)l # M, for any solution y e C([0,T], P~/=) to 
[o,r] 
y(t) = A h(t) + y'~ ~*(t, si~,y(s~.)) on [O,T], for e~h A e (0,1) 
i=O 
(2.45) 
holds. Let 
U={uEC( [0 ,  T J ,Rk) :  lu ]o<M} 
and assume the fo J lowing  conditions are satisfied: 
hEC( [O,T ] ,Rk) ,  (2.46) 
for each t E [0,T], the map s ~ nt (s ,u )  is measurable 
for a/ /u  6 R k ; here n,(s, u) = to(t, s, u), 
(2.47) 
~b = 
for each t 6 [0,T], the map u ~ nt(s,u) 
is continuous for almost all s e [0, T], 
i T sup sup I~(t,s,u)lds < oo, for each b > O, 
te[0,Tl lul<b 
~0 T Fb(t',t) = sup In(t',s,u) - n(t ,s ,u) lds --* 0 
I=l_<b 
as t' --* t, for each t e [0,T], for each b > 0, 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
and 
for each t E [0, T], the map u ~-* a~ (s, u) is continuous 
for a/ /s  E [0,T] ; here a;(s,u) = a*(t,s,u), 
n 
¢~ = sup sup ~ sup [a*(t,s*n,u)l <oo, for each b > O, (2.52) 
=E[0,T] heN+ ~.__ lul<b 
n 
r;(t',t) = sup ~ sup I~* ( t ' , s~. ,u )  - ~*( t , s~. ,u) [  --. o 
hEN+ ~:0"= lul<_b 
as t' --* t, for each t E [0, T], for each b > 0, 
(2.51) 
(2.53) 
fo T a(t ,s ,y(s))ds - a*(t,s~n,y(s~n))[ --* 0 as n ~ oo, 
~=0 (2.54) 
uniformly t'or y E U. 
Then there exists a subsequence S of N + and a sequence (xn) of solutions o£ (2.44) n, n E S, with 
xn "* xo (as n --* oo in S) in C([O,T],Rk), and xo is a solution of (2.43). 
PROOF. Let 
I T F y(t) = h(t) + ~(t, s, y(s)) ds 
and 
n 
F~ y(t) = h(t) + ~ a*(t, s~ , ,  y(s~,)). 
i--0 
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Notice F, Fn(n • N +) : C([0,T], Rk) ~ C([0,T],Rk) • Also it is easy to see (see the ideas in 
Theorem 2.3) that (2.40) is satisfied i.e., F : U ~ C([0,T],R k) is continuous (note it is easy to 
check using (2.49) and (2.50) that F : U ~ C([0,T],R k) is compact). We now show (2.41) is 
true. Note for any y • U and any n • N + we have for t, t' • [0, T], 
n 
[Fn y(t)[ <_ [hi0 + E [~*(t, Si,,y(sin))[ <-- [hi0 + ¢~ 
i f0  
and 
[Fny(t') - Fny(t)[ <_ [h(t') - h(t)l + r~ (t',t). 
Thus IC = {Fn : n • N+}, where F ,  :U -~ C([0,T],Rk), is uniformly bounded and equicontin- 
uous. Now (2.41) follows from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. To show (2.40), fix n • N +, and let 
yj --* y in U as j --* oo (here j • N+). For each t • [0, T], 
s . , ,  y j ( s . , ) )  --, as j --, cc 
and 
~;*t  8 '  8 - ( ,  , . , y (  < 2 sup 
luI<M 
s i . ,u ) l .  
This together with the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem yields 
Fnyj(t) ~Fny( t )  as j~cc ,  for each t • [0,T]. (2.55) 
From above we know {F, yj : j 6 N +} is bounded and equicontinuous. This together with (2.55) 
and Theorem 1.1 yields Fn yj(t) ~ F,  y(t) (as j ~ oo) in C([0,T],Rk). Thus (2.40) is satisfied. 
Also (2.42) follows immediately from (2.54). The result now follows from Theorem 2.5. | 
Lets return and discuss (2.15) n, the finite section approximations of (2.14). Consider, in 
general, the problem 
y(t) = h(t) + ~(t,s,y(s))ds, for t • [0,oo). (2.56) 
Since (2.56) determines y(s) for s > T in terms of y(x) for x • [0, T] then (2.56) reduces to an 
integral equation on [0, T]. Hence the results of Theorem 2.6 may be used. Alternatively, we may 
use Theorem 2.2 (and the ideas in Theorem 2.3); we describe this procedure here. The associated 
numerical approximations of (2.56) will be 
n 
y(t) = h(t) + Etc* ( t , s~. ,y (s , . ) ) ,  for t e [O, oo) (2.57)" 
i=0  
for n 6 N+; here 0 < sin <_ T. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
h 6 BC ([0, oo),Rk), (2.55) 
for each t E [0, oo), the map s ~-~ tot(s, u) is measurable 
for all u E R k ; here tct(s,u) = tc(t,s,u), 
(2.59) 
for each t e [0, oo), the map u ~ ~t(s, u) 
is continuous/or a/most a/l s E [0, T], 
(2.60) 
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fo T ,I% = sup sup In(t, s, u)l ds < oo, for each b > O, 
te[0,oo) lul<b 
// rb(t', t) = sup I~(t', s, u) - n(t, s, u)[ ds ~ 0 
[ul<b 
ast  ~ ~ t for each t • [0, c~), for each b > O, 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
and 
Let  
and assume 
for each t • [0, c¢), the map u ~ tc~(s, u) is continuous 
for all s • [O,T] ; here n~(s,u) = ~*(t ,s ,u) ,  
O;= sup sup ~ sup I~*(t,s~n,U)l<oo, for each b > O, 
t6[O,oo) hEN+ /~.= Nl_<b 
n 
F~(t',t) = sup ~ sup [n*(t',sin,u) - s*(t, sin,u)[ ~ 0 
hEN+ ~.= lul<b 
as t' ~ t, for each t • [0, cx~), for each b > O, 
n 
lira E sup In*(t,s,=,u)l -- O, for each n • N +, for each b > O, 
t---,c~ i=0 lul<b 
for each n • N +, there is a constant Mo > Ihloo with lu(t)l < Mo, 
t • [0, oo), for any function u • BC ([0, oo), R k) which satisfies 
n 
u(t) = A [h(t) + E ~*(t, s,n, u(Sin))], for 0 <_ A < 1. 
i=0 
Q = {y • c ([0,oo),Rk) : y • BC ([0, o~),R ~) and lYloo _< M0 + 1 --= R} 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
(2.65) 
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
fo r " s in,y(s~.)) for each m E N +, to(t, s, y(s)) ds - E ~*(t, --~ 0 
i=0 m 
as n ~ oo, uniformly for y • Q 
(2.6s) 
holds. Then there exists a subsequenee S of  N + and a sequence ( Zn) of solutions of(2.57)n, n E S, 
with xn ~ xo (as n ~ oo in S)  in C([0, c~),R~), and Xo is a solution o/(2.56). 
PROOF. Let 
/o" Fy( t )  = h(t) + n( t , s ,y (s ) )ds  
and 
n 
Fn y(t) = hit  ) + E ~*(t, si n, y(si n)). 
i--0 
We will apply Theorem 2.2. Notice the ideas in Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.6 imply that 
(2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) are satisfied. In addition, (2.68) implies that (2.7) hold. It remains to show 
that (2.9) and (2.10) (with ¢(t) -- M0 + 1 = R and 6 = 1/2) are true. To see (2.10), take n E N + 
and v E C([0,oo),R ~) with Iv(t)] _< ¢(t) = R for t E [0,co). Then 
n 
IF,,v(t)l < Ihlo~ +)-'~ sup I~*(t,s,,,u)l. 
i=o NI<R 
This together with (2.66) implies that (2.10) is satisfied. Finally, notice (2.67) implies (2.9) is 
true. The result now follows from Theorem 2.2. | 
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